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Production and QA progress
36 Module produced (+4 preproduction)
production rate ~6 modules/week
All produced modules QA tested
(72 measurements, 2 measurements at once in dual setup)

test rate ~4 modules/week
The production is stopped at 15.05 due to:
➔
➔
➔

too much ahead of Cframes, wait for feedback
lack of CBshells and TopCovers
some 'features' at module edges (see later)

Now have components for at least 20 modules,
will restart production/QA this week.
Expect to finish (144 modules) by 01.02.2020
Need manpower for QA test, to be in time,
especially after August!
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Gas Tightness
measured with syringe device

bare Module before assembly

Module+CBshell

Gas tightness is under control, all produced modules
are within specs (but can be marginal)

Module+CBshell+TopCover

LeakRate: 12 modules after QA
and on the first Cframe

Repeated the same Gas Tightness test on Cframe
(part of commissioning now). Good agreement.
Wait for the DuePoint measurement with NOVEC
cooling and nominal flow.
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LIS calibration
LIS LY(p.e.) for each channel for all tested
modules with 1.1 p.e. target value at tLIS=10ns

LIS Imodulation vs Ibias
for all tested modules
Imod

--black line is average

Ibias

LIS Imodulation for target LY
of 1.1p.e. and 1.5 p.e.

LIS drivers have enough light to give in average
1.5 p.e./mat with 10ns LIS pulse
except for 3 drivers at far light bar(black foil effect)
Use target LY 1.1 p.e. at 10ns as a reference for LIS
settings at tLIS=15ns with final FE that would give 1.5 p.e.
Significant variations in LIS LY for individual channels.
Need feedback from PACIFIC FE(different integration)
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LIS S-curve
LIS S-curves for all channels in all modules
0p.e.

Channel with good LIS response

Fraction of pedestal (<1p.e)
for all channels

1p.e.

Most of channels
have ~25% of
pedestal events
2p.e.

bad LIS
response

3p.e.

Fraction of LIS LY ≥5 p..e

4p.e.
5p.e.

LIS noise depends upon LIS Ibias (constant light)

a.u.

RMS noise(p.e.) during Pedestal and LIS runs averaged for all modules
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Most of channels have ~2% of
events >=5p.e.
only some(<0.02%) don't see
5 p.e.
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Cosmics
Channel signal(p.e.) for all tracks hitting both planes
Dual setup allows some tracking, i.e.
low noise, good Landau for each channel
Investigate cosmic profile, signal, cluster size,
noise, etc. Find bad channels and regions
For all modules:

one module
all channels
cluster signal

Cosmic profiles(norm)

Cluster signal(p.e.)

--black line is average

Cluster size for all tracks
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Bad channels and nonuniform('bad') regions
Define bad channels and regions *):
➔
➔

either using 5σ deviation from the module/mat average, or
%% offset from the average (eg. 70-80%)

*) 'bad' regions still deliver
signal, but with degraded
efficiency and resolution

SiPM bad channel: no signal with LIS and Cosmics.
Module 'bad' region: good LIS signal, but abnormal Cosmics(signal, clusterSize,profile,..)
SiPM-Module 'bad' gaps: Cluster Size for vertical tracks (ClsSize0) is out of range
'bad' channels/region , for all modules.
Amplitude is -Nσ deviation from the module mean ( >5σ
cut )

Evolution with time:
Number of 'bad' channels(>5σ)
vs FAMId ~ assembly date

01.02.2019

most of 'bad' regions are related to the
Inter-mat, interchip regions, and edges
only one bad SiPM channel (FAM00041A)
out of 1.5 105
17.06.2019
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FAMId

15.05.2019

about 10 'bad' channels/ModuleSide(2048ch)
slightly increasing with time?
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Number and sizes of 'bad' regions
Number of 'bad' channels per module and size of 'bad' region
(in channels pitch 0.25mm) for all modules
about selection criteria:
%% cut is less sensitive to the shape and fluctuations
σ cut is good for flat distributions and small variations

Using 70% criteria for cosmic signal
BadCh/Module

BadRegionSize

Example: Cosmic Signal channel

Using 5σ criteria

Typical size of 'bad' region is 2-4 ch.
with maximum of ~10ch.
<0.6% of 'bad' area for all tested modules.
Classify nonuniform regions:
➔ Inter-chip
➔ Inter-mat
➔ Edges
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SiPM inter-chip regions
all modules: zoom of some region

Cosmic profile (norm)

Extra 250μ gap between dices and chips
affects ~2 neighbor channels,
overall ~3% of active area concerned
Reproducible regular pattern,
Efficiency (almost) unaffected as light is
taken by neighbor SiPM channel, but
decreased hit resolution

Cluster signal (p.e.)

May need Lhood for correction in final
track reconstruction,to compensate the
resolution offsets.
In work...
Cluster Size

See backup for more..
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Inter-mat regions
excluding edges, see next

all modules: zoom of some region

Cosmic profile (norm)

Extra, at least 250μ, gap between mats
affects 1-6 neighbors channels, depending on
the SiPM transverse alignment.
Overall <1% of active area concerned
Large variations in pattern, needs individual
shapes for each region,
also depends on the mat position

Cluster signal ( p.e.)

Efficiency and resolution are strongly affected.
Maybe can tune thresholds to compensate
efficiency drop. Need a procedure to correct
thresholds from LIS calibration.
May need to account for efficiency drop in MC
for each individual region.
Resolution offset is similar to inter-chip regions.
Under investigation...

Cluster Size
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Module edges
all modules: zoom of some region

Cosmic profile (norm)

Non uniform behavior at the edges
about 1-10 channels affected in irregular
way, but concerns <0.5 % of active area
Observe various patterns and
some asymmetry for the left and right
edges (see below)
Smaller efficiency when using LIS calib
thresholds. Cosmic profile and cluster
signal are less affected than the channel
signal or cluster size

Cluster signal ( p.e.)

This effect triggered a special investigation.
Possible causes:
1. test setup and QA procedure
2. CB assembly procedure
3. fiber mats LY
4. TopCover (SiPM) deformation causing
Increased SiPM-Module gaps

Cluster Size

or combination of everything....
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Edge effect: SiPM-Module gap analysis
Signal vs ClusSize0 for 64ch slices
of all modules

ClSig/ClSize0

Signal/ClusterSize0 for vertical tracks
for all modules using 64ch slices *)

>200μ
>300μ
>400μ

>200μ

Cosmic Signal(p.e.)

>300μ
>400μ

*) method was calibrated with reference measurements
and has accuracy about 200μ, see backup

x64ch.

'Large gaps' mostly for the left edge(ch0)
Select 11 modules sides with at least
one slice <3.5 i.e >200μ gap
Average cosmic signal(p.e.) for all
modules(black), inverted ch. order(red)
and selected modules (green) with large gaps
17.06.2019
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Why asymmetry???
V.Zhukov RWTH1b

Edge effect: investigation

...see Backup!

Perform a test: Exchange TopCover of 'good' and 'bad' modules with the edge effect
FAM00039A
FAM00042B, repeat QA, then reassemble back, repeating QA
ClusterSize0 (64ch slices) vertical tracks

Cosmic Signal (p.e.)

ZOOM

old- initial
new- exchanged TopCover
rer – reassembled to initial

Cosmic test at ProdCenters(HD)
before CB assembly

Signal/ClusterSize0
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Edge effect: investigation cont.
Two effects:

1. test setup and QA procedure
2. CB assembly procedure

3. fiber mats LY
4. TopCover SiPM-Module gaps

ClusterSize0(vertical tracks) for
TopCovers(BTC) with different modules
BTC00089

Cosmic Clus.Signal*) for Modules (FAM)
*) ClusSignal is less
with different TopCovers
sensitive to the gap

BTC00089

FAM00039A

BTC00105

FAM00042B

Smaller signal at the edge points to the smaller
LY from the fiber mat edge (FAM00039A),

Large ClusterSize0 indicates a SiPM-Module
gap, related to the TopCover (BTC00089)
17.06.2019
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Summary
Module Production and QA test procedures are well established
36(+4) modules are produced and tested.
QA results uploaded into Db as a root, pdf summary files, and txt files for LIS tune,
nbadch... Summaries can be also found at twiki:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/SciFiFibreModulesQA

The production+QA rate ~4 modules/week (with up to 6 modules/week)
Till now the rate was limited by availability of CBshells and TopCovers, but
would not be a problem for the rest. Expected to finish by ~01.02.2020
Require manpower (~2PHE) after august.
QA analysis tools is developed.
Module quality is very good, <0.6 % of area have some abnormal behaviour that
might be recovered by threshold optimization and in offline analysis.
Very good reproducibility of QA results (eg. after reassembly)
Spotted some non-uniformity in the detector response in inter-mat and edge
regions related to the TopCovers and Modules. Working on treatment of these
non-uniform regions, but not really a problem
Feedback from Cframe commissioning
Need to verify LIS settings and compare Cframe results with QA test.
Lot of information from module QA, useful for the Cframe(and the wholeSciFi) commiss.
Would like to have a summary files from , similar to the QA, for each module....
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BackUps
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Vbd from Db

all tested modules
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QA test: SiPM gaps analysis
ClusSize0 for FAM0008B Up and FAM00009B Dwn

ClusSize at some angle
ClusSize vs angle
for some area

128ch slices

ClusSize0

Validation test in Module test setup
Extrapolated ClusSize0 for vertical tracks in 128ch slices

650 μ

Corresponding Signal (p.e.)

390 μ

0μ

SiPM

Δ

➔

MODULE

➔

Increase SiPM-Fibers gap
in ~130 μ steps for two regions
17.06.2019
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correlate ClusSize0 and Amplitudes
look on variations >200μ (dCluSize0 >0.5)
check TopCover
Store in Db
V.Zhukov RWTH1b

SiPM-Module gap
ClusterSIze for vertical tracks 64ch slice
all modules

All tracks

Signal (p.e.) for slices
all modules
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Cosmic setup: QA selection
All hits Signal and Profile
All modules

17.06.2019

Select only one hit in each plane
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Zoom: Inter-chip/mat/edge regions
For selected tracks in dualsetup
ClusSize

Profile

For all hits
Without selection all
structures are
smeared...

ClusSignal

Profile

Ch.Signal

LIS LY tuned to 1.1 p.e.
Structures in LIS LY
are mostly defined by
the light bar...
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Ch.Signal
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MOD and MODCB
Cosmic Signal(p.e.)
ProdCenter and QA (CERN)
All modules, all channels

Signal for Mod at ProdCenter and at QA

Example: FAM00039A

Example: FAM00042A
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Edge Effect: TopCover exchange (from L&R)
“Bad BTC”
but 'Good' module

“Good BTC”
but 'Bad' module
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